
 

 
 

February 2020 Prayer Letter
 
 
We appreciate your praying with us for the advance of the gospel among the people of Taiwan. I often 
remember Paul’s words to the Corinthians that if more people pray, then more people praise God when 
he answers their prayers. Below are several reasons you can rejoice with us, as well as suggestions of 
additional ways to pray. 
 

 Praise the Lord that He is giving us another child, due in May! (It’s a boy, and he looks healthy 
so far.) Planning time for the birth and then passport and visa paperwork, we’re aiming to return 
to Taiwan in August 2020. Pray for a safe pregnancy and delivery, and for our hearts to 
rest in the Lord when we are tempted to be anxious or fearful. 

 
 Praise the Lord with us for ongoing follow up with several unsaved visitors who attended various 

Christmas activities at Cornerstone in Taiwan (including some of our personal friends). Pray for 
lasting fruit from these and other outreach efforts by our Taiwanese brothers and sisters. 
 

 Praise the Lord for another successful winter teen camp held by a group of churches in Taiwan. 
Pray the teens come to love the Lord and remain faithful so they can become the next 
leaders of the Taiwanese churches. 

 
 Praise the Lord for generous partners, including one church which has prayed with us for 

several years, but is now able to begin financial support. We have really enjoyed visiting our 
gospel partners during our time in the States. Pray for Spirit-filled, effective spiritual ministry 
this winter and spring as we continue to reconnect with partner churches. In February through 
April, we’ll be visiting churches in Georgia, North Carolina, Pennsylvania, Michigan, Ohio, 
Massachusetts, and New York. 
 

 Praise the Lord for opportunities to continue studying Mandarin Chinese while we’re in the 
States. Pray that we’ll find suitable, effective, interesting ways for our whole family, and 
especially our children, to keep being exposed to Chinese. 

 
 Pray for the people of Taiwan, impacted in many ways by the new communicable 

coronavirus. So far there are few cases in Taiwan. However, the threat of epidemic sickness 
has significantly disrupted daily life for many people. This is an opportunity for our brothers and 
sisters to display confidence and hope, and to be ready to explain their hope to those shaken 
and perhaps more ready to think about spiritual things. 

 
 
With many thanks for your prayers, 
the Bollon family 
Brian, Erin, Isabel, Emmett, Arthur, Owen 
 


